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Abstract 
To solve the problem of effective of categorization of text data in taxation system,  the paper analyses the text data 
and the size calculation of key issues first, then designs text categorization based on rough set model. 
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Introduction 
The rough set theory (Rough Sets Theory RST) [1] proposed by  PawlakZ in 1982 is an effective 
means of knowledge discovery. Compared with other tools, RST enjoys many irreplaceable superiority 
and "let the data itself speak" is the outstanding advantages of rough set theory. Because of this, rough set 
theory has become a powerful tool for data analysis and knowledge acquisition in recent years, which has 
been the attention of many scholars at home and abroad. Internationally, the European countries place 
great emphasis on theoretical research, and North American is application-oriented, while Japanese 
integrate rough sets and probability theory and are prominent in medicine application; Chinese scholars 
has been in a leading position in the calculation of grain in the world [2]. Overall, based on the classical 
theory of rough sets has been perfected, and has basically formed a relatively complete theoretical system 
[3-6].  
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 However, in reality, it is difficult to achieve accurate and complete database. To overcome the 
impact of inaccurate, incomplete data on the knowledge acquisition, researchers have proposed and 
studied variable precision rough set (VPRS) model of Bayesian rough set (BRS) model and incomplete 
information systems knowledge acquisition, better solutions to the data by the noise pollution and the 
incomplete [7].  
Although these studies have achieved many important results, there are still some important issues to 
be resolved,  especially inefficiency about reduction algorithm, which has limited further applications 
expansion of the rough set theory. So, faced with dynamic, vast amounts of tax data to find effective 
methods of knowledge acquisition has more pressing needs, on the other hand signs of drift data of the 
rough set theory and method of taxation has not been found.  
If the labor is to complete the categorization of the original text of tax data, it may be more accurate, 
yet time and labor consuming, and we can not rule out the subjective interference. Using computer to 
handle  a large number of text categorization may reduce the burden and improve the utilization of 
information. 
Text Categorization Based on Rough Set  
Text categorization is an important research area in Chinese information processing. After text 
analysis, they are assigned to the more appropriate categories, so as to enhance the text retrieval, text 
processing efficiency of storage and other applications. The sources of these texts are diverse, like 
reports, documents, news and email, etc. The number of text type can be either pre-determined, or 
determined after going  through the organization of the document. Many text categorization methods are 
applied to the field, such as support vector machine (SVM), K nearest neighbor method (KNN), Naive 
Bayes (Naive Bayes), decision tree (Decision Tree) and so on. [8-12] 
However, in text categorization processing, each text is for a particularly high Dimension vector, 
although it expressed all the issues, but even the most powerful processing computers also find it difficult 
to process and compare the calculated vectors with further increase of classified documents. In order to 
reduce the dimension of document vectors, many of the statistics adopt filtering methods in the frequency 
threshold, which can reduce the vector dimension, but inevitably lose some useful information, especially 
for the categorization of important low-frequency words (such as certain types of proper names, although 
the frequency is low, but the distinction between the roles of type large) and ultimately affect the 
categorization accuracy.
Categorization model based on rough set theory text uses rough sets for knowledge equivalent to 
divide thought, keeping the information of concept text. After dividing many different categories from 
the text, the most basic keyword vectors are extracted from the text categories as a prerequisite for the 
rule, the type of document as decision-making rules. Making use of the knowledge Reduction theory in 
the proposed text categorization rules to validate the new text, then the final output will meet the 
categorization requirements of the rules. This categorization rule is easy to understand, so that knowledge 
systems simplify the process.[13] 
Text messages, and granular computing  
A. The definition of size and boundary information  
Information granularity is detailed information and knowledge at different levels of measurement, 
many fields, the concept of information granularity, an important feature of artificial intelligence is the 
ability to observe from different size and analyze the same question, the world dealing with different 
particle size problem-solving. [14] 
Rough set believes that the size of acquired knowledge, can not accurately represent some of the 
concepts and can not distinguish between the resulting object. This leads to the so-called on the imprecise 
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"border" ideology. Famous philosopher Frege that "the concept must have a clear boundary, there is no 
clear boundary will correspond to a boundary line around the area not explicitly." Rough is the focus of 
the ambiguity of the boundary based on the concept of an imprecise concept that has not been clearly 
defined fuzzy boundaries. To characterize this ambiguity, Rough set approximation using two precision 
set to come to that. 
Set UX ATR where the lower approximation XRind  and upper approximation XRind  
of X  is: 
XxIXxXxIUxXR RRind )()(  
XxxIXxIUxXR RRind )()(  Lower approximation XRind  is the use 
of knowledge R  , all of U  is the elements of a variable can be assigned to the set X ; upper 
approximation XRind  is the use of knowledge R , U  may be assigned to X  all the elements. 
The set )()( XRXpos indR  is called the domain R of X the negative domain R  of X  is 
)()( XRUXneg indR XRXRXbn indindR )(  is the domain boundaries of X Positive 
region )(XposR  is the knowledge of R , Is completely determined by a collection of classified X . 
The negative domain )(XnegR  is that the knowledge domain R  impossible collection of objects 
belonging to X , which belongs to the complement of X .  
On the domain boundary region is a sense of uncertainty domain, the domain knowledge for R  
objects belonging to the border demarcation can not be determined are X  or X . The upper 
approximation is the knowledge that the X  can not rule out the possibility that they belong to the object 
R  composition, from the formal point of view, the approximation is the positive region and boundary 
region and sets. 
As can be seen from the above definition, ambiguity and uncertainty in connection with this, that 
ambiguity is expressed in the uncertainty. In general, in a given approximation space, not all objects are 
available for a given subset of the knowledge to be expressed as the concept of a subset of this is rough 
on that concept. However, the concept of rough concepts can be roughly two precise definitions, which 
enables us to accurately describe imprecise concepts.+ 
B. Calculation of particle size  
Traditional granular computing main steps are as follows:[15]  
Set U  is the Non-empty finite set of domains, R  is the attribute set, denoted 
rXXXRU ,,,/ 21 , Said R  categorization ability, known as the knowledge of R , use of 
resolution matrix )(RM  can determine whether the object resolution in order to estimate the resolving 
power of knowledge R .  
Definition 1: set )(RDIS  is distinguish degrees of knowledge R ,and 
)(/)()( RMRmRDIS ij . 
Where )(Rmij  is Identify the number of matrix elements of )(Rmij , )(RM  is the 
number of elements contained in resolution matrix, where 
2)( URM , then 
URDIS /11)(0 . 
Resolution reflect the size of the resolving power of knowledge. 
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Definition 2: set )(RGRD  is the granularity of the knowledge R , then  
r
i
i UXRGRD
1
22 /)( R  
Where 
2
iX is the the base equivalence class os iX , then granularity of knowledge and knowledge 
of R  and R  distinguish the following relationship between the degree of )(1)( RDISRGRD . 
)( riX i  equivalence class of elements in the attribute set is indistinguishable R , Then to the 
following conclusions:   
iX is the equivalence class R  ri ,,2,1 iX  is the element )(RM , )(RM  is the row 
and column at the intersection of iX , Otherwise iX . 
Text Categorization Based on Rough Set Model  
Concentration does not exist because of the rough to the document vector synthetic vectors for the 
categorization of problem because of the decision table as a matrix of the whole operation is carried out, 
can effectively prevent loss of information synthesis process. Meanwhile, the rough set on the high-
frequency words and low-frequency words can be a good deal. In the decision table, if a characteristic 
frequency in the different categories of items in the more volatile, indicating that this feature items made 
great contributions to the categorization, the other hand, if a feature item in the different categories of 
distribution, regardless of their frequency high or low, is no contribution for categorization, these features 
can be about simple swap items. In this process, the frequency of size will no longer be important, the 
decisive factor is the frequency of the promulgation. Therefore, the use of text categorization based on 
rough set model reduction, the categorization is not very important to filter out low frequency words, do 
not keep no distinction between high-frequency words.  
The proposed text categorization based on rough set model, consists mainly of training, two-part test, 
finally used the trained classifier to classify the new text. Training is the core of the text categorization 
system, the purpose of testing by experts and some text text categorization system for comparing the 
categorization made to measure the effect of the text categorization system. Using the results of testing 
the correctness of the document verification training, if the test result is greater than a set categorization 
accuracy (threshold), the output rules, the end of operation, or need to return to the feature vector 
extraction re-calculate the weight, select a new feature sub set, repeat the process until the results are 
satisfied.  
Enter the training process categorization system has been divided into many different categories from 
the text information set, the output is a categorization system of the process shown in Figure 1. 
Conclusion  
Rough set method has some advantages compared traditional methods, data and text mining areas are 
playing a growing role in rough set theory is applied to the excavation there are many areas to be studied. 
This article will focus part of a large number of tax data in the text of the categorization of research, 
analysis of the text information and granular computing the key issues, set up text categorization based 
on rough set model, and gives the process of text categorization system .  
Compared to the existing text categorization methods, both in the feature item is the selection of data, 
or in the categorization accuracy of all have a better performance. In order to achieve the tax 
categorization text design ideas proposed for data mining application in the tax provides a good 
reference. 
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Fig. 1 flow chart of the system.
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